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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As part of Mohave Community College’s participation in The Higher Learning Commission 
(HLC) Assessment Academy, MCC faculty created the Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave 
(WACm) Project. In June 2015, at team of four faculty members and the Director of Assessment presented 
the project findings in Chicago at the Higher Learning Commission’s Academy Results Forum. MCC 
received positive yet constructive feedback from HLC mentors. One of the strength’s often noted in their 
feedback was the engagement of the faculty and that the level of faculty scoring of the artifacts was 
“exemplary.” This level of participation by the faculty is what made this project possible. One suggestion that 
shaped the project in the 2014-15 academic year was to create a sustainable model for scoring the artifacts. 

 

The WACm project provided the impetus to improve assessment practices at MCC. Faculty have all 
experienced the process of using a standard course assignment to assess the level of student learning in 
discipline specific courses then scoring and analyzing the data. After analyzing the assessment data from 
academic year 2013-14 that showed the majority of students were writing at a college level but were 
not mastering college-level writing, faculty implemented a variety of strategies to improve student 
writing. These strategies included expanding targeted tutoring, such as bringing tutoring support to the 
practical nursing students in the Detroit Avenue Center. The librarians piloted the embedded librarian 
program in online courses to increase students’ opportunities for library support and to improve 
research strategies.  
 

As the WACm project continued in the spring of academic year 2014-15, each department scored the 
artifacts from fall 2014 that were submitted the data to the Director of Assessment. During fall 2015, each 
department analyzed the data and made recommendations based on their standards for met, met with concerns, 
and not met. Themes identified in their reports include revising the process to ensure clarity of both the 
assignment and the scoring instrument; increase student support by referencing students to the student success 
center; review and possibly revise curriculum and the competencies where clarity may be lacking.  
 

During academic year 2015-16, the faculty will review the WACm project in its entirety and decide 
whether to continue this project in this form, revise it to better fit the goals for assessment overall, or to 
examine another aspect of student learning college-wide, such as reading. Currently, each department is using 
a similar process called the Cycle of Learning to assess to what degree students are mastering the general 
education philosophies. This cycle of assessment never ends, but builds on prior learning to improve 
students’ mastery of all competencies. 
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STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
The institutional question for the 2014/2015 academic year is: “With what degree of consistency do 
different sections of a course achieve similar outcomes?” The question posed for the Higher Learning 
Commission’s Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning project: Writing Across the 
Curriculum at Mohave (WACm) is: “Do MCC students write at a college-level?” 
 
GENERAL EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND COMPETENCY 
The General Education Philosophy and Competencies were revised by the faculty during the 2013 academic 
year. The question of interest, “Do MCC students write at a college-level?” is measured by the updated 
General Education Philosophy: Communication Skills which states: ‘The ability to effectively convey 
meaning through various media on both personal and professional levels.’ More specifically, by competency 
2.6: Write effectively in a college setting (Mohave Community College, 2013). 
 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Courses included in this study were: 
 
• AJS101 
• BIO181 
• BUE175 
• CIS110 
• DEH110 
• ENG101 
• HUM150 
• MAT142 
• NUR121 
• PSY101 
 
These courses are included in the Arizona General Education Courses (AGEC) that transfer to Arizona 
universities. Course goals, competencies, and/or objectives are listed alphabetically by course prefix: 
 

AJS101: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 1 Discuss the history of crime in America and the development of the criminal justice  
Objective 1.1 Be able to define the concept of criminal justice 
Competency 2 Analyze the nature and extent of crime in the U.S.  
Objective 2.2 Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of crime measures 
Objective 2.3 Critique the factors that influence crime rates 
Competency 3 Describe the substance and procedures of criminal law 
Objective 3.1 Explain the similarities and differences between criminal law and civil law  
Objective 3.2 Cite the elements of a crime 
Objective 3.4 Describe the role of the Bill of Rights in shaping criminal procedure 
Competency 6 Generalize the internal and external issues that the police profession must address. 
Objective 6.3 Cite the four major problems of policing 
Competency 7 Explain the structure and function of the court system 
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Objective 7.1 Outline the varying structures of state and federal court systems 
Competency 9 Outline the historical development of punishment.  
Objective 9.1 List the major goals of contemporary sentencing  
Objective 9.4 Identify the various types of sentencing structures 
Competency 11 Explain the history and nature of correctional institutions 
Objective 11.1 Identify the various components of the correctional institution system 
Competency 12 Discuss the problems of the adult correctional system  
Objective 12.3 Discuss the development of the inmate social code  
Objective 12.4 Compare the lives and cultures of male and female inmates  
Objective 12.5 Cite the causes of prison violence 
Objective 12.6 Describe the parole process and the problems of prisoner reentry. 
Competency 13 Discuss the history of juvenile justice and the processing of youthful offenders  
Competency 14 Discuss the efforts to combat cyber-crime and terrorism 
Objective 14.1 Define terrorism and cyber crime 
 
BIO181: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Goal 1. Students will communicate orally and in written form using appropriate biology concepts and terms. 
 
BUE175: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 3: Define ethical issues in the context of organizational ethics. 
Competency 5: Define a comprehensive framework for ethical decision making in business. 
 
CIS110: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Goal 3. Identify various computer hardware components and the appropriate use and purpose of software 
applications including operating systems, word processing, graphic presentation, spreadsheets, and databases. 
 
DEH 110: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Objective 4.4: Compose a succinct evaluative summary in a professional manner. 
 
ENG101: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Goal 10: Write an argumentative essay that demonstrates sound logical development. 
 
HUM150: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 2:  Students will examine a variety of aesthetic disciplines looking at their artistic fundamentals 
along with cultural and cross cultural influences. 
Objective 2.1: Examine major style periods and genres and their influences. 
 
MAT142: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Goal 1. Draw parallels among historical milestones in mathematics and the development of mathematical 
thought 
 
NUR121: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Competency 23: Utilize and ethical framework and decision-making process to resolve ethical problems which 
arise both in client care and the work situation (Critical Thinking). 
Objective 23.7: Recognize ethical issues as they arise in clinical practice and identify possible appropriate 
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action utilizing an ethical framework. 
PSY101: COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Goal 6: Students will summarize major theories of motivation, learning, and behavior acquisition and apply 
them in real-life situations. 
Objective 6.1: Students will explain the major principle of classic conditioning. 
Objective 6.3: Students will demonstrate how classical conditioning can be applied to real-world situations. 
 

MEASUREMENT 
Common writing assignments were created by resident faculty for each course participating in the 
assessment project. Writing assignments were scored using the scoring rubric found in Appendix A at the end 
of the Notification of Assessment. Five criterion were evaluated: Ideas, Organization and Coherence, Style, 
Support, and Mechanics and scored according criteria for an A, B, C, D, or F paper. 
 
RESULTS 
 
SUMMARY 
During the fall semester of the 2014-2015 academic year, 360 writing samples were retrieved from the 
ANGEL Learning Management System. Sixty-six (66) sections were included in the study. Three hundred sixty 
(360) writing samples were extracted randomly from each course. These samples were scored by the faculty in 
January and February.  
 
FINDINGS 
The average score for each scoring criterion was 3 or the equivalent of a C paper based on the majority of 
grading scales. Student scores were broken into sub-categories for deeper analysis. As shown in Figure 1, 
students included in merged courses reflected mastery of Ideas, Organization and coherence, and support. All 
modalities scored 3 on style which dual enrollment scored higher in Mechanics. Figure 2 and 3 compares the 
scores of 2013-2014 and fall 2014. The results show students have made improvements, but more growth is 
needed. 

 

FIGURE 1: AVERAGE SCORES BY MODALITY CHART 

 
Figure 1 shows the results of each criteria by course modality 

3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 43 3

3
3 3

4 4 4 3 3

Ideas Organization &
Coherence

Support Style Mechanics

WACm Average Scores by Modality
Fall 2014

Day Classes Night Classes Dual Enrollment Online Classes MRG Classes
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FIGURE 2: 2013-2014 AVERAGE SCORES BY COURSE DATA SET 

Course Ideas 
Organization 
& Coherence Support Style Mechanics 

AJS101 4 3 2 3 2 

BUE175 4 3 3 3 3 

CIS110 3 3 3 3 3 

ENG101 3 3 3 3 3 

HUM150 3 2 2 2 2 

MAT142 4 4 3 4 3 

NUR121 4 4 4 4 4 

PSY101 3 3 2 3 3 

AVG 4 3 3 3 3 
Figure 2 reflects 2013-2014 scores by course 

FIGURE 3: FALL14 AVERAGE SCORES BY COURSE DATA SET 
Course Ideas Organization 

& Coherence 
Support  Style Mechanics 

AJS101 3 3 2 3 2 

BIO181 4 4 3 4 3 

BUE175 4 3 3 3 3 

CIS110 3 3 3 3 3 

DEH110 4 5 4 4 4 

ENG101 3 3 3 3 3 

HUM150 3 3 2 3 3 

MAT142 4 4 3 3 3 

NUR121 4 4 4 3 4 

PSY101 3 3 2 3 3 

AVG 4 3 3 3 3 

Figure 3 details Fall 2014 scores in comparison to 2013-2014 scores
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DEPARTMENT REPORTS 
 

Public Safety Department Analysis– AJS 101  
METRIC 
Faculty decided that A, B, C grades were “met”, D grade is “partially met” and an F is “not met”  

Students met this goal
 

 
What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the assessment of the 
measure? 

Results did not indicate any strengths albeit one 
paper had sufficiently high scores to indicate that 
WAC criteria were being successfully met.  

While recognizing the sample size was remarkably small, 
results in AJS were lower than in other courses. Results 
suggest that these papers were not of sufficient quality to 
warrant that the stated criteria were successfully met, 
particularly the ability to provide support for a position.    

Recommendations 
Determining if drafts of the assignment were submitted was difficult to discern. If drafts were not submitted, then a 
recommendation to review drafts and provide feedback might buttress students’ use of writing to demonstrate mastery of 
material.   

In addition, because “support” scores were low, an assignment or exercise in the mechanics of finding and using 
supporting evidence might be offered, perhaps through the Embedded Librarian project.   

Lastly, students could be directed to Student Success Center for assistance in developing/mastering writing skills. 

Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome Statement  Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Deferred  

Revise Measurement Approach  Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Deferred 

Collect and Analyze Additional 
Data and Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Deferred 

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Deferred 

Other   
Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget item 
is identified above, please 
provide a description of the 
item(s), approximate cost(s), and 
its justification. 
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Notification of Assessment 
Dear Faculty Member, 

Mohave Community College is expanding its college-wide assessment of student learning activities.  The college is a 
participant in the Higher Learning Commission’s (HLC) Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning.  MCC’s 
Academy project is entitled ‘Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave.’ 

Major goals of this 4-year project are to measure student-writing skills over time and to look to answer the question: 
“With what degree of consistency do different sections of a course achieve similar outcomes”? 

Resident faculty in the Public Safety department has created an assignment that ask all faculty teaching AJS 101 include 
as an assignment in the course for the next four years.  Details for this assignment are provided below.  Key points for 
implementation of this project are: 

The general education student learning outcome (SLO):  communicate effectively is linked to an AJS 101 course goal. 
The content rubric outlined below is used to calculate the assignment grade. The assignment grade counts towards the 
students’ final grade in the course. Students submit the assignment in an ANGEL drop box. The department chair for the 
department is Bill Burros; his contact information is listed below.  Bill is available to answer questions on the assignment 
and/or content rubric. If help is needed on this project immediately and Bill is not available, contact the campus Academic 
Chair for assistance. 
 

At the end of the academic year, the Office of Instruction will pull the students’ writing samples from the ANGEL drop 
box.  These samples will have any student information other than student identification number expunged from the 
assignment to ensure anonymity.  A team of faculty and staff will score the writing samples using the Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric found at the end of this document.  These data will be provided to the faculty the following semester 
for analysis and department recommendations for ways we can improve student learning. 

Common Assessment Instructions 

Department: Public Safety Course: AJS 101 
Associate Dean Stephanie Dieringer Contact 

Information: 
Lake Havasu City Campus 
928.505.3349 
sdieringer@mohave.edu  

Department 
Chair 

 Contact 
Information: 

 

General 
Education 
Student 
Learning 
Outcome: 

1.  Communicate effectively. 
     1.1. Read and comprehend at a college level. 
     1.2 Write effectively in a college setting. 

Course Student 
Learning 
Outcome: 

Depending on the topic selected, the  AJS 101 learning outcomes that will be measured by this 
assessment are a combination of the following: 
Competency 1 Discuss the history of crime in America and the development of the criminal justice 
     Objective 1.1 Be able to define the concept of criminal justice 
Competency 2 Analyze the nature and extent of crime in the U.S. 
     Objective 2.2 Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of crime measures 
     Objective 2.3 Critique the factors that influence crime rates 
     Competency 3 Describe the substance and procedures of criminal law 
     Objective 3.1 Explain the similarities and differences between criminal law and civil law 
     Objective 3.2 Cite the elements of a crime 
          Objective 3.4 Describe the role of the Bill of Rights in shaping criminal procedure 
Competency 6 Generalize the internal and external issues that the police profession must address.  

mailto:sdieringer@mohave.edu
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          Objective 6.3 Cite the four major problems of policing 
Competency 7 Explain  the structure and function of the court system 
     Objective 7.1 Outline the varying structures of state and federal court systems 
Competency 9 Outline the historical development of punishment. 
     Objective 9.1 List the major goals of contemporary sentencing 
     Objective 9.4 Identify the various types of sentencing structures 
Competency 11 Explain the history and nature of correctional institutions 
     Objective 11.1 Identify the various components of the correctional institution system 
Competency 12 Discuss the problems of the adult correctional system 
     Objective 12.3 Discuss the development of the inmate social code 
     Objective 12.4 Compare the lives and cultures of male and female inmates 
     Objective 12.5 Cite the causes of prison violence 
     Objective 12.6 Describe the parole process and the problems of prisoner reentry. 
Competency 13 Discuss the history of juvenile justice and the processing of youthful offenders 
Competency 14 Discuss the efforts to combat cyber crime and terrorism 
     Objective 14.1 Define terrorism and cyber crime 

Common 
Assignment: 

Individual Research Paper: 
Students are required to complete an individual research paper on a topic related to Administration 
of Justice.  The student shall select a topic from a pre-approved list of current AJS issues. 
The research paper should discuss all aspects of the topic and demonstrate an in-depth study of 
available reference materials.  To receive full points, the paper will be 1200 – 1500 words (5-7 
pages, not counting the title or reference pages).  The research paper must strictly adhere to APA 
format including, but not limited to, margins, spacing, title page, running head, pagination, 
citations, and references page.  The research shall include at least three references/sources such as 
academic journals, professional associations, and/or U.S. Government agencies involved in the 
Criminal Justice System.  Non-professional or non-academic sources such as magazines, 
newspapers, u-tube, and other unconfirmed internet sites should be avoided since they will not 
adequately support the your research. The treatise should also correlate (compare and contrast) 
research findings to the information discussed in class and the textbook. Defend each position with 
supporting research documentation and citations. Arrange to submit rough drafts of the paper as 
often as necessary.   

Common 
Assignment 
Directions: 

Instructors are to include the “Common Assignment” language (above) in each syllabus for all AJS 
101 sections. The instructor shall obtain the list of current AJS issue topics from the Director of 
AJS Programs to be included in the syllabus.  Allow the students to review the list prior to selecting 
their topic.  Selections may be completed by drawing names to establish the order of picking topics 
or some other method of random lot. Additionally, Instructors shall provide students with a copy of 
the HLC Academy WAC grading rubric. When discussing the assignment with the students explain 
how the research paper should thoroughly discuss all aspects of the topic and demonstrate an in-
depth study of available reference materials.  The paper must present various and opposing points 
of view of the selected topic while also blending/including information received from the textbook 
and classroom discussions.  To receive full points, the paper will be 1200 – 1500 words (5-7 pages, 
not counting the title or reference pages).  The research paper must strictly adhere to APA format 
including, but not limited to, margins, spacing, title page, running head, pagination, citations, and 
references page.  The research shall include at least three references/sources such as academic 
journals, professional associations, and/or U.S. Government agencies involved in the Criminal 
Justice System.  The treatise should also correlate (compare and contrast) research findings to the 
information discussed in class and the textbook. 

Submission 
Instructions: 

Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment.  The drop 
box for this assignment will be named ‘AJS 101 WAC Research Paper.’  Please place the drop box 
under the Assignments tab directly, not in a weekly folder.  This provides ease of access to the 
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student writing samples. Faculty may grade the assignment using the writing across the curriculum 
rubric (points for this piece are designated at faculty discretion) and/or a content rubric used to 
grade the assignment for the course. If your students are unable to use ANGEL for submitting this 
assignment, please send hard copies inter-office mail to Rosemarie LeFebvre in the Office of 
Instruction, Neal Campus Kingman. 

Content 
Rubric: 

While utilizing the WAC rubric as a guide, the assignment grading should be weighted as follows: 
25% for format and adherence to APA 
25% for spelling, grammar, punctuation, writing mechanics, and use of academic language  
50% for thesis research, composition, content, argument, and development of summary or findings. 

Writing Across 
the Curriculum 
Rubric 

The WAC Rubric is attached for your convenience.  The Office of Instruction uses this rubric for 
scoring writing samples across the College. 

Figure 4: AJC Frequency Histogram 

 

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS– BIO 181 
 

METRIC 

  Students met this goal based on a 70% or higher score, which is a C paper. 
 

80% of the Bio 181 students scored C or above and met the goal, while 20% of the Bio 181 students scored below the C 
(see appendix). The average scores for the students were between 3.4 and 3.6 for all of the rubrics except the style rubric 
where the average score was 3 (see appendix). 47% of the students scored above the grade B. 

What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the assessment of 
the measure? 

There was a great involvement from everyone and 
the statistical data is good. In general, 80% of the 
Biology major students met the goal and they do 
write at appropriate college level. 47% of the 
students scored B or higher. 

20% of the students did not reach the average score  

 
Recommendations 
Some attention needs to be given to the style rubric: the instructors need to give more examples to the students on how to 
seek and employ usage of supportive evidence, in their articles, in order to improve the scores of the 20% of the students 
that scored in general below the average. Extra tutoring for those students may be beneficial as well.  In addition, attention 

0
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may be given to the other classes, for example, Biology 101 for non-majors to ensure the good preparation of the students 
for the upper level classes.  

Action Plan 

 
Programmatic Changes 

Person/Group Responsible for Action; 
Target date for implementation and 
Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Review WAC assignment Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

Resident Faculty 

Make Technology Related 
Improvements 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

Include statistical analysis 

Make Personnel Related 
Changes 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 

Implement Additional 
Training 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 

Add New Service(s) or 
Program(s) 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

Collect and analyze data for other 
science classes 

Delete Service(s) or 
Program(s) 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

 

Other:   
 
 
 
 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Continue to collect and analyze 
data 

Methods of Data Collection  
 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item 
 

Choose always higher enrollment 
classes to increase sample sizes 

Other   
Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget item 
is identified above, please 
provide a description of the 
item(s), approximate cost(s), 
and its justification. 
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Figure 5: Science Data 

 
 

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT Analysis– BUE175 
 

METRIC 
The BUE, Paralegal, and CIS divisions discussed the meaning of the terms: Met, Partially Met, Not Met. 
Met is understood to mean that students score a passing grade of C, or score of 3 or above, in all of the 
grading criteria, Partially Met is understood to mean that students scored a passing C grade, or score of 3 or 
above, in some of the grading criteria, Not Met is understood to mean that students scored a passing C grade, 
or score of 3 or above, in none of the grading criteria. 

Students partially met this goal. 
 

 
 

Ideas Organizati   Support Style Mechanics
Average per 

person
Standard 
Deviation

006 BIO 18 6 BIO181 111 5 5 4 5 5 4.8 0.447213595
007BIO 18 7 BIO181 111 3 3 3 3 3 3 0
008BIO181 8 BIO181 111 4 4 3 4 4 3.8 0.447213595
009BIO181 9 BIO181 111 3 2 1 2 2 2 0.707106781 Ideas OrganizatiSupport Style Mechanics
010BIO181 10 BIO181 121 3 4 4 3 3 3.4 0.547722558 Average per rubric 3.625 3.5625 2.875 3.5 3.4375
011 BIO18  11 BIO181 121 4 4 4 3 3 3.6 0.547722558 0.806226 1.152895 1.543805 1.032796 1.030776
012BIO181 12 BIO181 121 5 5 4 5 5 4.8 0.447213595
013BIO181 13 BIO181 121 3 3 3 4 4 3.4 0.547722558
014 BIO18 14 BIO181 121 3 3 4 3 3 3.2 0.447213595
015BIO181 15 BIO181 121 3 2 3 4 4 3.2 0.836660027
016BIO18
113 

16 BIO181
113

5
5 5 5 5 5 0

017BIO181 17 BIO181 131 3 2 0 2 2 1.8 1.095445115
017BIO181 17 BIO181 131 3 2 0 2 2 1.8 1.095445115
018 BIO 18 18 BIO181 131 4 5 3 4 3 3.8 0.836660027
019BIO181 19 BIO181 131 4 4 4 4 4 4 0
020BIO181 20 BIO181 131 3 4 1 3 3 2.8 1.095445115

5 and abov 18.75
4 and abov 0.4375

18.8 below avg

68.75 above avg
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What strengths were displayed through the assessment of 
the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

Overall the BUE175 papers and these students’ scores 
were at the same or better level than the other courses 
measured across MCC.  
Across all categories these BUE175 students’ writing 
skills were at college level and passing with an average of 
3.25 which is above a “C”. 
 “Ideas” were above the MCC average at a 4.0 or a “B” 

Sample size collected was unacceptably low. 
Participation across course sections was 
minimal. 
Participation by Associate faculty was 
minimal. 

Recommendations 
Department chair and/or the Lead Faculty need to clearly communicate and verify that all resident and associate 
faculty are including the required assignment in their identified course and also need to ensure that those faculty 
are submitting these written assignments.  Department chair/Lead Faculty will send out the instructions via 
email then follow-up with a phone call to answer questions and further explain the process and include better 
instructions to faculty teaching the course with the assignment, make submitting the assignment easy and clear 
and provide a due date. 
 
Business faculty will advise students to complete 100 level general education required courses before taking the 
other program/degree requirements such as BUE175. 

Next assessment measure for the Business Department and other Departments at MCC should not be on writing, 
but rather in reading skills, specifically to measure students’ ability to read and follow directions. 

 

Action Plan 
Assessment Changes 

Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; Target date for 
implementation and 
Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Methods of Data 
Collection  

 Implemented Changes 
● Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Other Department chair/Lead Faculty need to clearly communicate 
and verify that all resident and associate faculty are including 
the required assignment in their course and also need to 
ensure that those faculty are submitting these written 
assignments. 

Lead Faculty Business 
Fall 2015 
High 

Describe Changes Change the assessment to measuring reading ability, 
specifically ability to read at a college level and follow 
directions 

 

Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, 
please provide a description 
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of the item(s), approximate 
cost(s), and its justification. 

 
Programmatic Changes 

Person/Group Responsible for Action; 
Target date for implementation and 
Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Review WAC assignment Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 

Make Technology Related 
Improvements 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 

Make Personnel Related 
Changes 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Implement Additional 
Training 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Add New Service(s) or 
Program(s) 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Delete Service(s) or 
Program(s) 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

 
 

Other: Academic advisors should recommend 
students to complete the 100 level 
General Education requirements before 
taking the other Degree Requirements 

Advisors 
Fall2015 
Medium 
 

 
Notification of Assessment 

Department: Business Course: BUE 175 Business Ethics 
Department Chair: Candace Hofstadter Contact 

Information: 
Neal Campus - Kingman 
928.692.3083 
chofstadter@mohave.edu  

General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

1. Communicate effectively. 
b. Write effectively in a college setting. 

 
Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Competency 3 Define ethical issues in the context of organizational ethics. 

Common 
Assignment: 

Written Assignment – Ethical Paper  
Must be 10% of final grade 

Common Assignment 
Directions: 

Instructions 
Research a relevant and current ethical issue in business.  The writing assignment requires 
research, using resources in addition to the textbook. 
To help focus the paper, students can use a particular company or newsworthy current 
event in business.  Review the framework from the text and apply it in the paper.  
Use the 6-step process for resolving the ethical issue: 

1. Identify the ethical issue 
2. Determine the relevant facts, listing information one needs 
3. Analyze stakeholder affects 
4. List alternatives 
5. Evaluate the alternatives 
6. Make a recommendation (decision) 

The paper must be typed and a minimum of 1500 words, using proper English 
conventions and mechanics (spelling, grammar, word usage, punctuation). 

mailto:chofstadter@mohave.edu
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Submission 
Instructions: 

Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment. 
The drop box name for the assignment will be ‘Ethics WAC Paper.’   

Content Rubric: Attached – Faculty are to use this rubric for grading in the course 
Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric Attached – for use by assessment committee only 

 

Figure 6: BUE Data: Note  5=A   4=B   3=C   2=D   1=F 

 

 
Computer Sciences Department Analysis– CIS 110 

 
METRIC 
The BUE, Paralegal, and CIS divisions discussed the meaning of the terms: Met, Partially Met, Not Met. 
Met is understood to mean that students score a passing grade of C, or score of 3 or above, in all of the 
grading criteria, Partially Met is understood to mean that students scored a passing C grade, or score of 3 or 
above, in some of the grading criteria, Not Met is understood to mean that students scored a passing C grade, 
or score of 3 or above, in none of the grading criteria. 

Students partially met this goal. 
 

 
What strengths were displayed through the assessment 
of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the assessment 
of the measure? 

The best performance was in the Ideas part of the 
Assessment. 
The average overall score was 2.96. The range was 1.2 – 
4.6 with a median of 3.00. The data analyzed is a normal 
distribution. 
The low scores have a somewhat equal distribution over 
many sections including online and on-ground. 50% of 
the 10 highest scores were in online sections. 
35 of the 84 samples of the writing assignment 
represented were online students. 
The faculty can infer that the online sections are doing 
well with this writing assessment. 

The lowest areas were Support and Mechanics. 
 Below average scores in Support and Mechanics were 
indicators for the overall average score of the paper. For 
the samples who were below average in Support and 
Mechanics, their average score for the paper was 2.07. It 
is not statically significant but is a strong indicator. 
Therefore, these areas are critical in writing competency. 
Generally, 2.96 is slightly below the 3.00 average for the 
college. This average was lower because of the low scores 
in Support and Mechanics. 
 

  

Course Section Ideas
Organization 
& Coherence Support Style Mechanics Average

BUE175 852 3 2 2 2 2 2.2
BUE175 852 5 5 5 4 5 4.8
BUE175 852 5 4 4 5 4 4.4
BUE175 852 5 4 4 5 4 4.4
BUE175 852 4 3 3 3 3 3.2
BUE175 852 3 3 4 3 3 3.2
BUE175 852 3 3 1 2 2 2.2
BUE175 852 3 2 0 2 2 1.8

4 3 3 3 3 3.275Average =
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Recommendations 
In CIS 110 Intro to CIS Fall 2014, the faculty created OER for the projects and emphasize mechanics, sources, and 
supporting ideas with citations. The department is in the process of incorporating the Embedded Librarian to assist 
students with writing projects. The topic for the writing assignment is a comparison paper and analyzes two systems. It is 
not recommended to change the writing assignment for the class project.  

Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item High/All CIS Resident 
Faculty – 8/2014 - 
completed 

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item All CIS Resident Faculty 
1/2014 - completed 

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item All CIS 110  
8/2014 – 5/2015 

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item All CIS Resident Faculty  
10/2014 -  12/2014 

Other   
Describe Changes Revise the OER Project booklet for modifications as 

needed. 
High/ All CIS Resident 
Faculty – 3rd revision 
implemented Fall 2015 

Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, please 
provide a description of the 
item(s), approximate cost(s), 
and its justification. 

Printing is being accommodated on a campus basis 
by reducing the print allowance of students in 
PaperCut by about $3.85/student 

N/A 

Programmatic Changes 
Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; 
Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Review WAC assignment Implemented Changes: 
Reviewed WAC assignment rubric for clarity. 
Planned Changes: 

High/ CIS Resident Faculty 
– reviewed the WAC 
assignment rubric for 
clarity - 9/2014 completed. 

Make Technology Related 
Improvements 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

N/A 
 

Make Personnel Related 
Changes 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

N/A 
 

Implement Additional Training Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

N/A 
 

Add New Service(s) or 
Program(s) 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

N/A 
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Delete Service(s) or Program(s) Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

N/A 
 

Other:   
 
Notification of Assessment 
Dear Faculty Member, 
 
Mohave Community College is expanding its college-wide assessment of student learning activities.  The college is a 
participant in the Higher Learning Commission’s (HLC) Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning.  MCC’s 
Academy project is entitled ‘Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave.’ 
 
Major goals of this 4-year project are to measure student-writing skills over time and to look to answer the question: 
“With what degree of consistency do different sections of a course achieve similar outcomes”? 
 
Resident faculty in the CIS department has created an assignment that asks all faculty teaching CIS 110 included as an 
assignment in the course for the next four years. Details for this assignment are provided below. Key points for 
implementation of this project are: the general education student learning outcome (SLO) communicate effectively, is 
linked to a CIS 110 course goal, the content rubric is used to calculate the assignment grade, the assignment grade counts 
toward the students’ final grade in the course and students submit their assignment in an Angel dropbox. The department 
chair for the department is John Cawley; his contact information is listed below.  John is available to answer questions on 
the assignment and/or content rubric. If help is needed on this project immediately and John is not available, contact the 
campus Academic Chair for assistance. 
 
At the end of the academic year, Institutional Research will generate a list of student names randomly selected from all 
courses participating in the project.  The Office of Instruction will pull the students’ writing samples from the ANGEL 
drop box.  These samples will have any student information other than student identification number expunged from the 
assignment to ensure anonymity.  Over the summer, a team of faculty will score the writing samples using the Writing 
Across the Curriculum Rubric found at the end of this document.  These data will be provided to the faculty the following 
fall semester for analysis and department recommendations for ways we can improve student learning. 
 
Common Assessment Instructions 

Department: CIS Course: CIS 110 
Department Chair: Matt Butcher Contact Information: BHC 928-758-3926 

mbutcher@mohave.edu 
General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

1.  Communicate effectively. 
     1.1. Read and comprehend at a college level. 
     1.2 Write effectively in a college setting. 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

3. Identify various computer hardware components and the appropriate use and purpose of 
software applications including operating systems, word processing, graphic presentation, 
spreadsheets, and databases. 

Common Assignment: Compare 2 computer systems that you might like to purchase: 
Evaluate 2 different computer systems – check your local newspaper advertisements or 
online computer shopping sites for these systems.  For example:  an HP compared to a Dell 
or Gateway system or compare laptop computers to desktop prices and features or compare 
Macs vs. PC computers. 

Common Assignment 
Directions: 

1. Begin with an introduction discussing your needs for this computer system. Then, 
compare the CPU, Memory, Hard Drive, DVD drives and software included in the 
system, plus, any additional peripherals (such as speakers, free printer or scanner, 
etc.) 

2. Put these two systems into a table (instructions will be given in class and is also 
part of our application assignments) 
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3. Add a header that includes your name and the date; and a footer that has the page 
number 

4. Add at least two footnotes which include the sources of your information using the 
Footnote command in Word 

5. Include your discussion of which system you like the best and why.  For example:  
price is better, reliability, speed, special features, technical support, guarantee, etc.  

6. The paper needs to be 2 pages in length and needs to be created using a word-
processing system. 

Submission 
Instructions: 

Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment.  
The drop box name for this assignment name will be ‘Computer System Comparison 
WAC.’  Please place the drop box under the Assignments tab directly, not in a weekly 
folder.  This provides ease of access to the student writing samples. Faculty will grade the 
assignment using the writing across the curriculum rubric (points for this piece are 
designated at faculty discretion) and the content rubric used to grade the assignment for the 
course. If students are unable to submit this assignment using ANGEL, please send hard 
copies via inter-office mail to Rosemarie LeFebvre in the Office of Instruction, Kingman 
Campus. 

Content Rubric: The writing assignment will be graded by points: (50 possible) 
5 points for header 
5 points for footer 
5 points for two footnotes 
5 points for two different sources 
5 points for table format 
25 points for evaluating the two systems and choosing one of the systems as better than the 
other (in your opinion) - This paper needs to be organized with correct grammar, spelling, 
and sentence structure to receive the full 25 points. 5 points will be awarded based on each 
of the WAC Rubric items. 

Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric 

Attached.  Please note that the Office of Instruction WAC rubric will be used to score 
student writing samples by the Office of Instruction. 

 
 
DENTAL DEPARTMENT Analysis- DEA 110 

 
METRIC 
Faculty decided that A, B, C grades were “met”, D grade is “partially met” and an F is “not met”  

Students met this goal
 

 
What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

Samples show higher than average scores on all 
aspects of the assessment. 

None 

Recommendations 
The focus of Research Strategies, DEH 110, is the analysis of peer-reviewed research and writing that is 
concise, specific and cited.  Independent scoring, utilizing the WACm rubric, shows the samples to be the 
highest of the submitted courses.  In addition, each aspect of the scoring is above average.  Newer developments 
institutionally, including the Embedded Librarian, coupled with high scores in DEH 110 questions the current 
need for this course. As such, the recommendation is that DEH 110 be retired.  
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Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; Target date for 
implementation and 
Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome Statement  Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Revise Measurement Approach  Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze Additional 
Data and Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Other 
Retire DEH 110 and revise the 
program matrix 

Planned Change High Priority for 2016-17 

Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget item 
is identified above, please 
provide a description of the 
item(s), approximate cost(s), and 
its justification. 

No budget allocation required  

 
Programmatic Changes 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; 

Target date for implementation 
and Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Delete Service(s) or Program(s) 
Delete DEH 110 from the Dental 
Hygiene program matrix 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

High Priority 
Tracy Gift 
December 2015 

Other:   
 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT Analysis- ENG 101 

 
METRIC 
The department agreed that Met is the equivalent of a grade of A, B, or C. Partially Met is the equivalent of a 
grade of D (passing but not eligible for transfer to the four-year university), and Not Met is the equivalent of 
a grade of F. 

Students met this goal. 
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What strengths were displayed through the assessment 
of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

This year the English department met its goal (3.0) in 
all five of the writing skill areas assessed: ideas, 
organization/coherence, support, style, and mechanics.  
In 2013 only two of these five categories were scored 
as being met. 
 
All areas of assessment showed improvement over the 
identical assessment from 2013-14: 

• Ideas improved from 3.14 to 3.40, an 8.3% 
increase. 

• Organization/coherence improved from 3.07 to 
3.18 (up 3.6%). 

• Support improved from 2.64 to 3.04 (up 15%). 
• Style improved from 2.36 to 3.12 (up 32%). 
• Mechanics improved from 2.79 to 3.0 (up 8%). 

 
The assessment of student’s “Ideas” scored highest for 
the second year in a row. 
 
The average overall score is 3.14, 11% above the 2013 
English departmental average; the range is 1.0 to 5.0; 
the median score is 3.24 and the mode is 3.52.  The 
data analyzed is, therefore, a normal distribution. 
 
The largest improvement in our student’s writing was 
the “style” category (up a huge 32%).  This had been 
the weakest category in 2013.  We can infer that our 
efforts to promote Success Center tutoring may be a 
significant factor in this notable success. 
 
The statistical results of the on-line sections evaluated 
are generally comparable to our on-ground sections, 
suggesting that our on-line students are performing 
well in argumentative essay writing. 

The assessment of student’s mechanics scored the 
lowest of the categories assessed at 3.0, the minimum 
possible grade for the skill to be considered “met.” 
 
Organization/coherence scored the least improvement 
at only 3.6%, suggesting a lack of teaching focus on 
pre-writing and outlining. 
 
Although the English department did meet the goal in 
each category, given that papers in our discipline are 
expected to be evaluated more thoroughly in mechanics 
and support, having barely met our assessment goals in 
these areas suggest heightened attention and 
improvement in these areas are warranted.  
 
While our on-line sections averaged only three-tenths 
of a point behind our on-ground sections, the on-line 
students failed to meet the 3.0 goal in two of the five 
assessment areas: Support and Mechanics. 
 
The imbalance of data between the current three 
modalities of teaching makes comparing the results 
between modalities difficult.  On-ground had 74 
respondents, on-line 35 (less than half the on-ground 
participants even though more students register for our 
ENG 101 on-line classes), and dual enrollment only 16, 
too small a sample for their otherwise solid numbers to 
be considered statistically significant. 

 

Recommendations 
Given the clear improvement realized in all categories for 2014-2015 over 2013-2014, the English department 
recommends continuing the push to see more resident faculty teaching TRE, ENG 101, and core courses for the AGEC 
and English major, especially the upper level literature courses ENG 233, ENG234, ENG235, and ENG236 as well as 
other courses required for our English majors (including advanced and creative writing) that are now delivered primarily 
through the online modality.   
 
In responding to needed progress in the least-improved area of organization/coherence, the department will focus more 
attention on methods of teaching the pre-writing processes, including prewriting activities such as brainstorming, free 
writing, clustering, and diagramming and organizational activities such as outlining. Just as our TRE courses, which are 
taught uniformly with OER resources, require students to complete an outline or post initial idea(s) to a threaded 
discussion before the submission of a first draft, the department will develop processes for ENG 101 that encourage 
instructors to evaluate classes utilization of pre-writing activities to assess the appropriate amount of needed instruction.  
The department will explore incorporating a “full process” essay early in the semester that would require students to turn 
in pre-writing and outlining efforts (and perhaps rough drafts) along with the final draft in order to evaluate the entire 
writing process (to be graded in stages or all at once).  
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Given the departmental inference that the notable rise in ENG 101 students’ improvement in the “style” category is in part 
due to the push to send composition students to the respective Success Center for tutoring (a recommendation from the 
analysis of the 2013-14 data), this push to encourage students toward Success Center tutoring will continue.  In “Talking 
in the Middle: Why Writers Need Writing Tutors,” Muriel Harris espouses that students respond differently to tutors than 
to teachers because they do not perceive a tutor as someone who will assign them a grade or closely “evaluate” how 
intelligent their responses are. That is, tutors act as an intermediary between teacher and student, assisting in clarifying 
class assignments, facilitating ideas, creating a more personable environment and most importantly, alleviating the 
pressures of feeling obligated “to do what the teacher says” and helping the writer stay in control of their own writing. 
According to Harris, the way in which the tutor is able to generate useful questions for brainstorming and doing so in an 
inviting manner is the first step in propelling the writer to success. This often can lead students to offer information 
student didn’t know was needed and to clarify answers through further questioning (Harris, 28-29).  While English 
instructors will continue to encourage students to bring essays to scheduled office hours (or scheduled hours in the 
Success Center) for one-of-one or group consults, instructors will also continue to encourage students use college-
provided tutors.  The English department appreciates the resources expended by the college on developing these new and 
improved Success Centers, the idea of which came out of a recent English Department Cycle of Learning Report 
recommendation, and encourages the college to continue to recruit the best possible tutors for the continued benefit of 
students.   
 
The English department in last year’s WACm Project Report recommended that tutors visit English composition 
classrooms to be introduced to students and even be invited during writer’s workshop sessions (peer evaluation sessions 
during the essay revision process).  As a result, students would feel more comfortable in taking that step to sign up to be 
tutored.  These efforts were reported as proving successful; tutors are more frequently visited by MCC students as a result. 
Therefore, the department intends to continue inviting MCC Success Center tutors to composition classes. 
 
To achieve more consistency in on-line course instruction, the department will explore creating modules for ENG 101 
course shells in Schoology that address the areas of support and mechanics (that were lower scores compared to on-
ground sections). These modules might consist of links, handouts, videos, writing samples, to name a few.  These 
modules, including our access to MySkillsTutor resources, would also be recommended for use in on-ground and dual 
enrollment modalities. The English department will be requesting that students who take TRE on-line have mandatory 
Schoology training due to feedback from students who say dropped the course from frustration and failure navigating the 
course shell. 
 
In order to improve student writing overall (though especially the categories of support and style), the department intends 
to develop a data base of outstanding student writing to be used as models in teaching the various types of essays 
including research papers, narratives, descriptive papers, and all variations of expository essays (exemplification, process 
analysis, definition, comparison/contrast, cause/effect, problem/solution).  Papers volunteered for this project, though 
presented anonymously, will be secured with their student writer’s signed release forms.  Some of these collected essays 
will include departmental annotations highlighting sharp rhetorical moves, patterns of analysis and evidence, and other 
excellent writing practices.  These files will then be made available to instructors in all modalities as models worth 
emulating 

Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item All ENG Resident Faculty 
8/2014–5/2015. Completed.    
High Priority. 
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Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item All ENG Resident Faculty 
1/2015.  Completed. High Priority. 

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Collection: ENG 101 Instructors. 
Analysis: ENG 101 Instructors & 
ENG Resident Faculty.   
High Priority. 

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Essays stored in Angel Drop Box 
specifically for WACm Project. 

Other   
Describe Changes In April and May of 2015, English 

department revised the assessment tool to 
focus on a different ENG 101 competency 
for 2015-16. 

All ENG Resident Faculty 
4/2015-8/2015.  Completed. 
High Priority. 

Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, 
please provide a description 
of the item(s), approximate 
cost(s), and its justification. 

  

 
Programmatic Changes 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; 

Target date for implementation 
and Priority (High/Med/Low) 

Review WAC assignment Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

All ENG Resident Faculty. Analyzed 
assignment data for strengths, 
weaknesses, and recommendations. 
October 2015.  High Priority. 

Make Technology Related 
Improvements 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 

Make Personnel Related Changes Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Implement Additional Training Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Add New Service(s) or Program(s) Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: 

 
 

Delete Service(s) or Program(s) Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

 
 

 
Notification of Assessment 
 
Dear Faculty Member, 
 
Mohave Community College is expanding its college-wide assessment of student learning activities.  The college is a 
participant in the Higher Learning Commission’s (HLC) Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning.  MCC’s 
Academy project is entitled “Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave.” The major goals of this 4-year project are to 
measure student-writing skills over time and to answer the question: “With what degree of consistency do different 
sections of a course achieve similar outcomes?” 
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Resident faculty in the English, Languages, and Communications Department have created an assignment that all faculty 
teaching ENG101 must include as an assignment in the course for the next four years.  Details for this assignment are 
provided below.  Key points for implementation of this project are as follows: 
 
The general education student learning outcome (SLO):  Communicating effectively is linked to an ENG101 course goal. 
The content rubric outlined below is used to calculate the assignment grade. The assignment grade counts toward the 
students’ final grade in the course. Students submit the assignment in an ANGEL drop box. The department chair for the 
department is Tim Montbriand; his contact information is listed below.  Tim is available to answer questions on the 
assignment and/or content rubric. If help is needed on this project immediately and Tim is not available, contact the 
campus Academic Chair for assistance. 
 
At the end of the academic year, the Office of Instruction will pull the students’ writing samples from the ANGEL drop 
box.  These samples will have any student information other than student identification number expunged from the 
assignment to ensure anonymity.  A team of faculty and staff will score the writing samples using the Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric found at the end of this document.  These data will be provided to the faculty the following semester 
for analysis and department recommendations for ways we can improve student learning. 
 
101 Argumentative Essay 
Common Assessment Instructions 

Department: English et. al Course: ENG 101 

Associate Dean: Stephanie Dieringer Contact 
Information: 

Lake Havasu Campus 
928.505.3349 
sdieringer@mohave.edu 

Department Chair:  Contact 
Information: 

  

General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

1.  Communicate effectively. 
     1.1. Read and comprehend at a college level. 
     1.2 Write effectively in a college setting. 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Goal 10. Write an argumentative essay that demonstrates sound logical development. 

Common Assignment: The Argumentative Essay. 
Directions for Final (Argumentative) Paper  

1. Provide a thesis statement that states clearly your position on an issue. 
2. Address all of the supporting arguments for your position on the issue. 
3. Refute the major arguments of the opposition. 
4. Develop your arguments through elaboration and examples.  
5. The final essay will be 1,250 words (5 double-spaced pages with 12-point 

font). 
Common Assignment 
Directions: 

The instructor will assess the students’ final draft of the required Argumentative Essay 
using the WAC Rubric, which provides a fairly comprehensive enumeration of the 
elements of an argumentative essay. The instructor should evaluate each element of the 
argumentative essay and assign a number between 1 and 5. The number 3 denotes 
competence and the number 5 denotes excellence. The WAC Rubric can be used to 
grade students’ papers, and the statistical data it provides will assist the English 
Department in focusing on those areas of instruction that need attention. 

Submission 
Instructions: 

Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment.  
The drop box name for this assignment will be ‘Argumentative WAC Paper.’  Please 
place the drop box under the Assignments tab directly, not in a weekly folder.  This 
provides ease of access to the student writing samples. Faculty will grade the 
assignment using the writing across the curriculum rubric (points for this piece are 
designated at faculty discretion).  If students are unable to submit this assignment in 

mailto:sdieringer@mohave.edu
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ANGEL, please send hard copies to Rosemarie LeFebvre in the Office of Instruction, 
Kingman Campus. 

Content Rubric: WAC Rubric 
Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric 

See below. Note: The student samples will only be scored using the WAC Rubric for 
the WAC Project. 

Example of assignment  
ENG101-211 Argumentation Essay 
Write an argumentative essay of 1250+ words.  Choose an argumentative/persuasive topic: a national issue, a 
local issue, or an occupational issue of interest to you and your core audience, your classmates (you might look 
over the textbook’s suggested topics on pages 301-02 for ideas). Exclude topics involving personal religious 
faith, creationism/evolution, and abortion unless you have permission of the instructor.  

If you choose to utilize outside sources as evidence, you are obligated to cite them and avoid plagiarism.  
Follow the MLA guidelines found in your Hacker Handbook.  If you’re not sure how to cite and paraphrase 
without committing plagiarism (a skill expected of college-level students), I strongly suggest that you bring 
your paper by during my office hours for assistance or to Lexi in the tutoring center.  

The final draft should be double-spaced with proper MLA heading and pagination (see policy statement) and 
with a correct Works Cited page if outside sources are used.  Besides turning in a hard copy in class, please 
submit your final draft by 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 6 through both the Turn-It-In Argumentative Essay 
Box and Argumentative WAC Paper box in Angel. 

This assignment is a common assessment for all sections of ENG101 at Mohave Community College.  Because 
of this, you should pay careful instructions to the assignment guidelines and the attached rubric. You will be 
submitting the paper through two different Turn-It-In Drop-boxes since this paper may grading be used to track 
student progress college-wide. 

 
 
Figure 7: ENG Data 

  2013-14 2014-15 
Ideas 3.14285 3.40 
Org/Coherence 3.07142 3.18 
Support 2.64285 3.04 
Style 2.35714 3.12 
Mechanics 2.78571 3.00 
AVR. Total 2.79999 3.15 
  On-Ground On-Line Dual E. 
Number of students 
sampled 

  
74 

  
35 

  
16 

Ideas 3.37 3.41 3.50 
Org/Coherence 3.14 3.21 3.31 
Support 3.05 2.90 3.25 
Style 3.05 3.14 3.38 
Mechanics 3.01 2.84 3.31 
AVR Total 3.13 3.10 3.35 
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HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT Analysis– HUM 150 
  
METRIC 
To ensure consistency in the evaluation process traditional percentage scores ranging from 100-0% were 
utilized to define the metrics, met, partially met, and not met. Thus, scores ranging from 100% to 85% are 
considered met, whereas 84% to 70% are defined as being partially met, and scores ranging from 69% to 0% 
indicates that goal was not met. 

Students did not meet this goal. 
 

 
What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the assessment 
of the measure? 

Most students met the level of competency 
established by the department, especially in regard 
to Organization and Coherence, Ideas, Style, and 
Mechanics. 

Performance was weakest in regard to Support. 

 
Recommendations: 
 
Class activities that define what constitutes support for a qualitative analysis of art, and that deal with the application of 
specific and effective examples should be implemented in instruction.  A review and possible modification of course 
competencies and outcomes is recommended. 
 

Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome Statement Implemented Changes 
x Planned Changes 

 Budget Item ART/HUM Department 

Revise Measurement Approach Implemented Changes 
Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze Additional 
Data and Information 

Implemented Changes 
x Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Individual Instructors 

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
X Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Continue the current assessment 
project as a department  using 
Schoology  dropbox 

Other   
Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget item 
is identified above, please 
provide a description of the 
item(s), approximate cost(s), and 
its justification. 
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Notification of Assessment 
Dear Faculty Member, 
 
Mohave Community College is expanding its college-wide assessment of student learning activities.  The college is a 
participant in the Higher Learning Commission’s (HLC) Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning.  MCC’s 
Academy project is entitled ‘Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave.’ 
 
Major goals of this 4-year project are to measure student-writing skills over time and to look to answer the question: 
“With what degree of consistency do different sections of a course achieve similar outcomes”? 
 
Resident faculty in the ART/HUM department has created an assignment that we ask all faculty teaching HUM 150 
include as an assignment in the course for the next four years.  Details for this assignment are provided below.  Key points 
for implementation of this project are: 
 
The general education student learning outcome (SLO):  communicate effectively is linked to a HUM 150 course goal. 
The content rubric outlined below is used to calculate the assignment grade. The assignment grade counts towards the 
students’ final grade in the course. Students submit the assignment in an ANGEL drop box. The department chair for the 
department is Alan Hall; his contact information is listed below.  Alan is available to answer questions on the assignment 
and/or content rubric. If help is needed on this project immediately and Alan is not available, contact the campus 
Academic Chair for assistance. 
 
At the end of the academic year, the Office of Instruction will pull the students’ writing samples from the ANGEL drop 
box.  These samples will have any student information other than student identification number expunged from the 
assignment to ensure anonymity.  A team of faculty and staff will score the writing samples using the Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric found at the end of this document.  These data will be provided to the faculty the following semester 
for analysis and department recommendations for ways we can improve student learning. 
 
Common Assessment Instructions 
Department: Art, Humanities Course: HUM 150 

Associate Dean: Stephanie Dieringer Contact 
Information: 

Lake Havasu Campus 
928.505.3349 
sdieringer@mohave.edu 

Department Chair:  Contact 
Information: 

  

General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

1.  Communicate effectively. 
     1.1. Read and comprehend at a college level. 
     1.2 Write effectively in a college setting. 

Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Outcome 2:  Students will examine a variety of aesthetic disciplines looking at their artistic 
fundamentals along with cultural and cross cultural influences. 
Competency 2 Students will examine a variety of aesthetic disciplines looking at their artistic 
fundamentals along with cultural and cross cultural influences. 
Objective 2.1 Examine major style, periods and genres and their influences. 

Common 
Assignment: 

Write a 500-word essay explaining the key characteristics of Medieval Islamic Art discussing its 
purpose, style, iconography, and historical context including specific influences.  Cite specific 
works of art by title as examples of your observations. 

Common 
Assignment 
Directions: 

The instructor will assess the students’ essay using the WAC Rubric. The instructor should 
evaluate each element of the essay and assign a number between 1 and 5. The number 3 denotes 
competence and the number 5 denotes excellence. The WAC Rubric can be used to grade students’ 
papers, and the statistical data it provides will assist the Art, Humanities Department in focusing 
on those areas of instruction that need attention. 

mailto:sdieringer@mohave.edu
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Submission 
Instructions: 

Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment.  The drop 
box for this assignment will be named ‘Medieval Islamic Art WAC Essay.’  Please place the drop 
box under the Assignments tab directly, not in a weekly folder.  This provides ease of access to the 
student writing samples. Faculty may grade the assignment using the writing across the curriculum 
rubric (points for this piece are designated at faculty discretion) and/or the content rubric used to 
grade the assignment for the course.  If students cannot use ANGEL to submit the assignment, 
send hard copies to Rosemarie LeFebvre in the Office of Instruction, Kingman Campus. 

Content Rubric: Some examples of the content that could be included in an essay on the topic is attached below. 
Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric 

The WAC Rubric is attached for your convenience.  The Office of Instruction uses this rubric for 
scoring writing samples across the College. 

Content Sample: 

Style Usually non-figurative in response to religious dictates.  Arabesques of Kufic Script, 
Inscriptions from the Koran 
Eclectic, abstract, aniconic, geometric, tile, patterned mosaic, flat. No figurative sculpture. 
Mosques characterized by qibla, mihrab, minbar, iwan and minaret. Doubled, horseshoe 
and pointed arches of visual complexity.  Carpets and textile works richly embellished 
with dyed and woven silks, Inlaid works of metalsmithing, fritted glazed ceramic vessels. 

Purpose Architecture:  Mosques built for congregational worship.  Palaces and Madrasas (schools.)   
Devotional manuscripts (Koran.) 
Portable luxury goods produced for trade.   

Iconography Decorative, abstract embellishment of architecture. Conveys a general sense of awe and 
reverence.  
 
Manuscript is usually decorated non-figuratively using calligraphy but under Persian 
influence later examples of miniature painting were added to illustrate narratives 
pictorially. 

Historical 
Context and 
Influences 

Islam founded by Muhammad, 7th c. AD near Mecca. He fled then returned with army of 
10,000 to establish Mecca’s shrine of the Kaaba (said to have been built by Abraham and 
Ishmael) as the symbolic center of Islam emptying it of its pagan idols beginning the 
concept of aniconism. 200 years of jihad facilitated expansion from Spain to India lending 
to the eclectic influences present in Islamic art. 
 
Influenced by Roman and Byzantine styles of mosaic.  Adaptation of Roman columns, 
arches, aisles and piers. Basilica, villa and atrium as well as the Early Christian 
Martyrdom style church, Byzantine domed churches in the Greek cross and geometric 
styles.  Jewish synagogue as well as Christian church influences. 

Examples Safavid gouache paintings. 
Safavid carpets. 
Architecture: The Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem, Mosque of Selim, Edina, Blue Mosque, 
Istanbul. The Alhambra, Granada, Great Mosque, Cordoba. Hagia Sophia, Istanbul is a 
significant influence of Byzantine origin.   
Ancient Egyptian glass beads might have led to the use of fritted glazes in Islamic 
ceramics. 
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Figure 8: Data  
Average of 
Values:      

Section        
Organization 
& Coherence 

    
Ideas        Support             Style Mechanics 

851 3.30 3.55 2.55 3.40 3.30 

852 3.43 3.14 2.29 3.43 3.43 

Grand Total 3.35 3.38 2.44 3.41 3.35 

There was a consistency in the averages of sections with a small variation in averages in the ideas category. 
 
Figure 9: HUM Distribution of scores 

 
This distribution of scores indicates that most students met the level of competency (3 or above). 
 
Figure 10: Comparison of HUM Score Averages from 2013 to 2014 

 
2014 data shows that there was improvement in all categories from the previous year, with the most 
improvement demonstrated in Organization and Coherence, Style, and Mechanics.  
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MATH DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS– MAT 141 
 

METRIC 
A grade of “B” or higher is used by the department to suggest mastery of course objectives, and thus is 
sufficient criteria for having Met the goal. A  “C” or better grade would be sufficient criteria for having 
Partially Met the goal. A  “D” grade does not transfer or meet prerequisites for further study, it suggests that 
a “D” in not sufficient for having Partially Met the goal. Using the numerical scale, the correlative score for 
Partially Met is no less than a 3 in each area, while the scores for Met would be 4 or higher in each area. 

Students partially met this goal as explained in the previous narrative. 
 

 
What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

Overall, ideas and organization were the strongest 
elements contained within the rubric, averaging a 4 
across each.  However, all 5 items averaged 
above a three, which would be a C or passing grade 
as well. 

The greatest weakness was supporting data. 
Small sample size due to class sizes 

 
Recommendations 
The highest performing course prefixes, MAT, NUR, DEH, and BIO have either a pre-requisite of ENG 101 or are taken 
later in the college experience, meaning that ENG 101 and 102 are often completed, affecting WACm essay scores.  
Further, the MAT 142 scores have decreased by a small amount from last year, which could be caused by an increase in 
MAT 099A/101 students who would be present with one less semester and one less ENG course.  Furthermore, dual 
enrollment in MAT 142 produced higher results, likely due to presence of an English course at the local high school. 

Refine the WACm assignment as a whole to better reflect the disciplines in which it is contained, instead of a one-size fits 
all model. Move WACm to writing intensive courses and replace current model with reading based model 

Refine rubric for a more detailed examination. 

Continued use of multiple essays to refine process of writing for the class for students. 

 
Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

x Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Math Dept, low, Use of three essays 
instead of the one to implement the 
WAC’m requirement 

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
x  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Assessment, low, needs a more 
detailed rubric 
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Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
x Planned Changes 

 Budget Item Assessment, low, analyze the rates 
against those who have completed 
TRE 089, ENG 101, ENG 102, or 
none 

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Other   
Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, 
please provide a description 
of the item(s), approximate 
cost(s), and its justification. 

  

 
Notification of Assessment 
Dear Faculty Member, 

Mohave Community College is expanding its college-wide assessment of student learning activities.  The college is a 
participant in the Higher Learning Commission’s (HLC) Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning.  MCC’s 
Academy project is entitled “Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave.” The major goals of this 4-year project are to 
measure student-writing skills over time and to answer the question: “With what degree of consistency do different 
sections of a course achieve similar outcomes?” 

Resident faculty in the Math Department have created an assignment that we ask all faculty teaching MAT 142 to include 
as an assignment in the course for the next four years.  Details for this assignment are provided below.  Key points for 
implementation of this project are as follows: the general education student learning outcome (SLO):  Communicating 
effectively is linked to an MAT 142 course goal, the content rubric outlined below is used to calculate the assignment 
grade, the assignment grade counts toward the students’ final grade in the course and students submit the assignment in an 
ANGEL drop box. 

The department chair for the department is Robert Kuzma; his contact information is listed below.  Robert is available to 
answer questions on the assignment and/or content rubric. If help is needed on this project immediately and Robert is not 
available, contact the campus Academic Chair for assistance. 

At the end of the academic year, the Office of Instruction will pull the students’ writing samples from the ANGEL drop 
box. To ensure the students’ anonymity, all student information other than student identification number will be expunged 
from the assignment samples.  Over the summer, a team of faculty will score the writing samples using the Writing 
Across the Curriculum Rubric found at the end of this document.  These data will be provided to the faculty the following 
fall semester for analysis and department recommendations for ways we can improve student learning. 

 
NURSING DEPARTMENT Analysis- NUR 121  
METRIC 
Faculty decided that A, B, C grades were “met”, D grade is “partially met” and an F is “not met”  

Students met this goal
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What strengths were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the assessment of 
the measure? 

Ability to organize ideas with supporting 
documentation. The nursing papers scored higher 
than some of the other areas of study. The 
requirements for the nursing papers have a specific 
rubric for the assignment.  
College wide students are writing at a C level.  

Writing Style and Grammar were the weak areas of the 
papers. Some papers are still weak in support, style and 
mechanisms. 
 
College wide we should expect the students to write at a 
higher level. Associate and Full time faculty should have the 
same expectations of the students.  

Recommendations 
Use the embedded Librarian in all classes. Refer the students to the smart thinking website for 24/7 assistance in grammar. 
Refer the students to the Student Success Center. Nursing is willing to provide the information with other 
sections/departments within the college on Panopto recordings. Continue to use the online resources with textbooks, ATI, 
Khan Academy, and nursing central. Collaborate with other departments of the college to improve students’ writings. 
Continue to use rubrics for all the classes where writing is required and reviewing the criteria each semester and more 
often if needed. Continue to use turn-it-in for student papers. 

Action Plan 
ASSESSMENT CHANGES 

Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Methods of Data Collection  
 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Other Director needs to make certain to clarify and 
communicate with all the faculty related to assignments 
within their classes making certain all the assignments 
are in the correct drop boxes and the rubrics are clearly 
displayed. College-wide continue to rubrics in all 
classes for consistency. 

Director and faculty 
working together with other 
disciplines of the college.  
Directors,-Deans, 
Department Chairs and 
faculty. 

Describe Changes College-wide faculty qualified to teach their discipline.    HR, Leadership, Selection 
Committees 

Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, 
please provide a description 
of the item(s), approximate 
cost(s), and its justification. 
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Programmatic Changes 
Person/Group Responsible 
for Action; 
Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Review WAC assignment 
Rubric- more conformed to the 
WACm rubric with the A, B, C, D, F 
paper examples. Nursing I21 only has 
3 sections with the paper in Schoology 
at this time.  

Implemented Changes: NUR 121 faculty 
will recreate the rubric for the required 
assignment. 
Planned Changes: Send the students to the 
Success Center, Access Smart Thinking 

Faculty- Nursing I faculty 
and the other nursing 
faculty will review the 
rubric.  

Make Technology Related 
Improvements 
Instruct the students how to use the 
technology available to them during 
the first week of class or during 
orientation.  

Implemented Changes: Panapto sessions on 
how to take a test, how to read a textbook. 
Continue to use these. 
Planned Changes: Use the available online 
APA resources more. Use of Big Blue 
Button to assist with understanding of 
assignments and review of topics. 

Faculty In the nursing 
department Mark and 
Michelle are the technical 
people.  

Make Personnel Related Changes 
Added two new faculty to the North 
Campus and it is imperative to orient 
them to the use of success form and  

Implemented Changes: Continue to use the 
Student Success Alert Forms and assist the 
students with creating a success plan. 
Planned Changes: To review the curriculum 
for updates ( departmental decision) 

Faculty- Nursing I & II 
Deborah Triassi and 
Marilyn Parker.  Nursing 
III & IV Shilo Elliott and 
Michelle Christensen.  
 

Implement Additional Training  
Faculty will attend the advance 
trainings for Big Blue Button, Student 
Success Center  

Implemented Changes:  
Planned Changes: Will ask the IT 
department to assist with the training of the 
faculty at a planned faculty meeting.  

Director will make 
arrangements for the 
additional training 

Add New Service(s) or Program(s) 
Student Success Center meeting 

Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes: Met with the leaders of 
student success center (T.Hanks) discussed 
areas of needs for the students. 
Referring students who are weak in writing 
to student success center at first paper.  

 
Director 
 
 
All faculty. 

Delete Service(s) or Program(s) Implemented Changes: 
Planned Changes 

 
 

Other:   
 
SOCIAL SCIENCES Analysis– PSY 101 

 
METRIC 
To ensure consistency in the evaluation process traditional percentage scores ranging from 100-0% were 
utilized to define the metrics, met, partially met, and not met. Thus, scores ranging from 100% to 85% are 
considered met, whereas 84% to 70% are defined as being partially met, and scores ranging from 69% to 0% 
indicates that goal was not met. 

Students did not meet this goal. 
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What strengths were displayed through the assessment of the 
measure? 

What weaknesses were displayed through the 
assessment of the measure? 

-Overall the PSY 101 assessment measures indicate that 
students in PSY 101 are performing at average or above 
average levels.  Also, these students’ scores were at the same 
or better level than the other courses measured across MCC.  
-Across all categories these PSY 101 students demonstrate 
writing skills at college level, with 41 of 62 students 
demonstrating above average “A” competencies in all areas 
assessed.   

-Sample size is considered small and results may not 
be generalizable.   
-Participation by Associate faculty was minimal. 
 

 

Recommendations 
Department chair and/or the Lead Faculty need to clearly communicate and verify that all resident and associate faculty 
are including the required assignment in their identified course and also need to ensure that those faculty are submitting 
these written assignments.  Department chair/Lead Faculty should send out the instructions via email then follow-up with 
a phone call to answer questions and further explain the process and include better instructions to faculty teaching the 
course with the assignment, make submitting the assignment easy and clear and provide a due date. 

PSY 101 should continue to include writing assignments in all courses, even after the conclusion of the WACm model of 
assessment is completed. 

 

Action Plan 
Assessment Changes 

Person/Group Responsible for 
Action; Target date for 
implementation and Priority 
(High/Med/Low) 

Restructure Outcome 
Statement 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Revise Measurement 
Approach 

 Implemented Changes 
  Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Collect and Analyze 
Additional Data and 
Information 

 Implemented Changes 
 Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Methods of Data Collection   Implemented Changes 
● Planned Changes 

 Budget Item  

Other Department chair/Lead Faculty need to clearly 
communicate and verify that all resident and 
associate faculty are including the required 
assignment in their course and also need to ensure 
that those faculty are submitting these written 
assignments. 

Lead Faculty SBS  
Fall 2015 
High 

Describe Changes   
Budget Items:  If a budget 
item is identified above, 
please provide a description 
of the item(s), approximate 
cost(s), and its justification. 

  

Notification of Assessment 
Common Assessment Instructions 
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Department: Social &Behavioral 
Sciences and History 

Course: PSY 101 

Department Chair: TBA Contact Information: TBA 
General Education 
Student Learning 
Outcome: 

2.  Communication skills 
2.3 Illustrates contemporary terminology used in the field. 
2.4 Read and comprehend at a college level. 
2.6 Write effectively in a college setting. 

3. Critical Thinking Skills and Problem-Solving 
3.2 Illustrates core concepts of the field while executing analytical, practical, or creative 
tasks. 
3.6 Recognize a cause and effect scenario. 

Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave (WACM) project for HCL  Academy 

(CoL, 2013) 
Course Student 
Learning Outcome: 

Meets a portion of the course packet WAC requirement with a required length of 250-300 
words.  

Course Goal #3 Be familiar with learning theories, memory processes, language acquisition, 
basic cognitive processes, mental disorders, types of therapy, and states of consciousness.  

Competency 4 -Students will review various learning theories.  

Course objective 4.1 Explain classical conditioning by identifying the UCS, UCR, NS, 
CS, and CR.  
Course objective 4.2 Apply classical conditioning by identifying the UCS, UCR, NS, CS, 
and CR. (Catalog year 2014-15) 

Common 
Assignment: 

Psychology 101 
Writing Exercise Assignment & Instructions 
Classical Conditioning 
Write a short summary paper (three paragraphs), with a required length of 250-300 words, 
addressing classical conditioning. Define the main concepts, explain how classical 
conditioning works, and provide a personal example. Writing is to be concise and at an 
appropriate academic level with definitions paraphrased, components of classical 
conditioning clearly expressed, and personal example distinctly identifying each component.   
Specific requirements for the assignment are given below: 
Writing Exercise Guidelines 
1st Paragraph- 

• Introduce the concepts of unconditioned stimulus (UCS), unconditioned 
response (UCR), neutral stimulus (NS), conditioned stimulus (CS), and 
conditioned response (CR) by listing and defining each concept in your own 
words. In your own words, how would you explain each concept so that a 
classmate or perhaps someone who is not even in the psychology class could 
understand? 

2nd Paragraph- 
• With your understanding of the basic components of classical conditioning, 
explain how those components interact. In other words, how would you explain to 
someone the actual process of classical conditioning? 

3rd Paragraph- 
A. Give a personal example of how you have been classically conditioned or 

how you have used this type of conditioning with someone (or a group). You 
may not use a pet or other animal for this section.  If you do not have a 
personal example, create a case scenario for how you would carry out 
classical conditioning. Be sure to clearly identify the UCS, UCR, NS, CS, 
CR in your example. 
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(The assignment can be cut and pasted into a document and posted to ANGEL as an 
assignment or provided to the students via hard copy.) 

Common 
Assignment 
Directions: 

• Instructors will need to include this writing assignment in their syllabus for the 
semester as well as include it in their grade book as part of the overall total for the 
course grade. 

• The assignment is designed to be done after the instructor has covered classical 
conditioning in the course. It can be posted to ANGEL as a homework assignment, 
writing assignment, or other requirement with a specific due date. 

• On ground faculty may choose to provide students with a paper copy of the 
assignment with a specific due date. 

• All summary papers must be typed, double-spaced, using Times New Roman or 
Arial font, 10pt or 12pt font size; standard one inch margin all the way around. 

Submission 
Instructions: 

• Faculty will create a drop box in ANGEL for students to use to submit this assignment.   
Drop box assignment name:  “Classical Conditioning: MCC WAC Assess” All PSY 101 
faculty will have a drop box with this title in the course on ANGEL. Please place this drop 
box directly under the Assignments tab.  This will provide ease of access when retrieving 
student samples. 
• Students will submit their assignment to the drop box. The drop box will be accessible 

by the Office of Instruction and random samples will be pulled for additional assessment 
using the WAC rubric. 

• If students are unable to submit this assignment using ANGEL, please send hard copies 
to Rosemarie LeFebvre in the Office of Instruction, Kingman Campus. 

Content Rubric 
and Grading 
Instructions 

Content Rubric is attached. 
• Instructors are provided a common grading instrument—Psychology 101 
Writing Across the Curriculum Assignment Rubric—which also includes a style and 
mechanics section for the assignment. 
• The grading rubric should also be available in the soft copy folder with the 
assignment so students are aware of the expectations of the assignment and how 
they will be graded after submitting their work. (Students can't rise to the 
expectations if they do not know what those expectations are.) 
• Using the content rubric, grade each assignment. Total points possible: 20, 
using 5-point scale on four major components. This is the grade that will be posted 
for the student in the course (grade book).   
• Although papers will be submitted into the drop box, individual grades 
should not appear on any submission after grading, if at all possible. 
• After grading student submissions and recording grades in the grade book, 
the instructor's part of the Writing Across the Curriculum assessment is complete. 
The Office of Instruction will move forward with specific tasking related to further 
assessment of submissions in the PSY 101 drop boxes using the HLC Academy—
Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave Rubric. 
• Please use the provided Excel spread sheet to record class scores and submit 
the Excel spread sheet to the Department Chair for further calculation of assessment. 
Excel spread sheet follows the grading rubric. Only enter numbers into non-shaded 
areas and automated calculations will occur.  

Writing Across the 
Curriculum Rubric 

The Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) rubric is provided for your information.  The 
assignment should be scored for a course grade using ONLY THE PSY 101 CONTENT 
RUBRIC.  The student sample, if selected through the random selection process, will only 
be scored using the WAC rubric. 
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Figure 11: PSY Data: 5=A   4=B  3=C  2=D  1=F 

Total number of students in 
Class 

71 
 

Percent  of 
completed 
assessments     

  

Total number of completed 
assessment 62  87%      

Total number of competencies in 
each area within class 5 4 3 2 1 

 
Total number reported 

Competency of concepts of 
Classical conditioning  41 13 4 4 0 

 
62 

Competency  of Classical 
conditioning processes 35 11 8 7 1  62 

Application of Classical 
condition  59 2 1 0 0  62 

Mechanics (Grammar, Spelling, 
Punctuation, and Style) 43 12 6 1 0   62 

 
Figure 12: PSY Competencies 
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Figure 13: WAC Project Rubric 
 The A paper The B paper The C paper The D paper The F paper 
Ideas Excels in responding to 

assignment.  Interesting, 
demonstrates sophistication of 
thought.  Central idea/thesis is 
clearly communicated, worth 
developing; limited enough to 
be manageable.  Paper 
recognizes some complexity of 
its thesis: may acknowledge its 
contradictions, qualifications, or 
limits and follow out their 
logical implications.  
Understands and critically 
evaluates its sources, 
appropriately limits and defines 
terms. 

A solid paper, responding 
appropriately to 
assignment.  Clearly states 
a thesis/central idea, but 
may have minor lapses in 
development.  Begins to 
acknowledge the 
complexity of central idea 
and the possibility of other 
points of view.  Shows 
careful reading of sources, 
but may not evaluate them 
critically.  Attempts to 
define terms, not always 
successful. 

Adequate but weaker and 
less effective, possibly 
responding less well to 
assignment.  Presents central 
idea in general terms, often 
depending on platitudes or 
clichés.  Usually does not 
acknowledge other views.  
Shows basic comprehension 
of sources, perhaps with 
lapses in understanding.  If it 
defines terms, often depends 
on dictionary definition. 

Does not have a clear 
central idea or does not 
respond appropriately to 
the assignment.  Thesis 
may be too vague or 
obvious to be developed 
effectively.  Paper may 
misunderstand sources. 

Does not respond to the 
assignment, lacks a 
thesis or central idea, 
and may neglect to use 
sources where 
necessary. 

Organization & 
coherence 

Uses a logical structure 
appropriate to paper’s subject, 
purpose, audience, thesis, and 
disciplinary field.  Sophisticated 
transitional sentences often 
develop one idea from the 
previous one or identify their 
logical relations.  It guides the 
reader through the chain of 
reasoning or progression of 
ideas. 

Shows a logical progression 
of ideas and uses fairly 
sophisticated transitional 
devices; e.g., may move 
from least to more 
important idea.  Some 
logical links may be faulty, 
but each paragraph clearly 
relates to paper’s central 
idea. 

May list ideas or arrange 
them randomly rather than 
using any evident logical 
structure.  May use 
transitions, but they are 
likely to be sequential (first, 
second, third) rather than 
logic-based.  While each 
paragraph may relate to 
central idea, logic is not 
always clear.  Paragraphs 
have topic sentences but 
may be overly general, and 
arrangement of sentences 
within paragraphs may lack 
coherence. 

May have random 
organization, lacking 
internal paragraph 
coherence and using few 
or inappropriate 
transitions.  Paragraphs 
may lack topic sentences 
or main ideas, or may be 
too general or too 
specific to be effective.  
Paragraphs may not all 
relate to paper’s thesis. 

No appreciable 
organization; lacks 
transitions and 
coherence. 

Support Uses evidence appropriately 
and effectively, providing 
sufficient evidence and 
explanation to convince. 

Begins to offer reasons to 
support its points, perhaps 
using varied kinds of 
evidence.  Begins to 
interpret the evidence and 
explain connections 
between evidence and 
main ideas.  Its examples 
bear some relevance. 

Often uses generalizations to 
support its points.  May use 
examples, but they may be 
obvious or not relevant.  
Often depends on 
unsupported opinion or 
personal experience, or 
assumes that evidence 
speaks for itself and needs 
no application to the point 
being discussed.  Often has 
lapses in logic. 

Depends on clichés or 
overgeneralizations for 
support, or offers little 
evidence of any kind.  
May be personal 
narrative rather than 
essay, or summary 
rather than analysis. 

Uses irrelevant details or 
lacks supporting 
evidence entirely.  May 
be unduly brief. 

Style Chooses words for their precise 
meaning and uses an 
appropriate level of specificity.  
Sentence style fits paper’s 
audience and purpose.  
Sentences are varied, yet clearly 
structured and carefully 
focused, not long and rambling. 

Generally uses words 
accurately and effectively, 
but may sometimes be too 
general.  Sentences 
generally clear, well 
structured, and focused, 
though some may be 
awkward or ineffective. 

Uses relatively vague and 
general words, may use 
some inappropriate 
language.  Sentence 
structure generally correct, 
but sentences may be wordy, 
unfocused, repetitive, or 
confusing. 

May be too vague and 
abstract, or very 
personal and specific.  
Usually contains several 
awkward or 
ungrammatical 
sentences; sentence 
structure is simple or 
monotonous. 

Usually contains many 
awkward sentences, 
misuses words, employs 
inappropriate language. 

Mechanics Almost entirely free of spelling, 
punctuation, and grammatical 
errors. 

May contain a few errors, 
which may annoy the 
reader but not impede 
understanding. 

Usually contains several 
mechanical errors, which 
may temporarily confuse the 
reader but not impede the 
overall understanding. 

Usually contain either 
many mechanical errors 
or a few important 
errors that block the 
reader’s understanding 
and ability to see 
connections between 
thoughts 

Usually contain so many 
mechanical errors that it 
is impossible for the 
reader to follow the 
thinking from sentence 
to sentence. 
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